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Merino Sheep were imported into England from
Spain in 1788 and had great influence in mi
proving native breeds especially in regard to
the quality of the wool
Merit Order ol, founded by King Edward VH in
1902 as a special distmcticra for eminent men
and women without conferring a knighthood
upon them The Order has twenty four Bnti h
companions in addition to foreign honorary
members limited in nurnbei as the choice of
members ib by tne Sovereign 8 pleasure Lord
Kelvin was the founder companion General
ELPnhowcr (1043) and Dr Sarvtpall) P idho.1
m-hnan (1%3) «re lionoiory members Florence
Nightingale (1907) and Professor Dorothv
Hodgkin (1965) are the only women to have
received this coveted decoration
"Vlerovingiaas the name given to the firmly that
ruled over France from about 500 to 750 Clovr-
w is first of the line and Cliildenc the last
Mesons (from Greek meso = middle) a family of
unstable particles of mass between that of an
electron and that of a proton Some are
po itive some netatisre some neutral No
stible meson is known the longest lived particle
having a lifetime of only two milhonths of a
second The first of these particles was di«
covered in cosmic radiation in 1937 and called
the mu meson or mum In 1947 a heavier type
was discovered called the pi meson or jnon
which behaved lite the meson predicted on
theoretical growth by Yukawa in 1935
The pion Is connected with the theory of nuclear
forces See also F13 14
Mesozoic The geological era which includes the
Triassic Jurassic and Cretaceous rocLs See
F44,
Metabolism the general term for the physical ind
thenucal processes occurring within a living
organism See F38
Metalloid an element which has properties inter
mediate between tho&e of a metal and a non
metal Arsenic is a metalloid
Metamorpfiic Bocks are such geological deposits as
have undergone alterations of structure and
mineral reorganisation The most active agents
m producing these metamorphic changes are
heat water and pressure Ste F8(2)
Metamorphosis pcnod of development from egg to
adult during which the animals have different
forms as found eg in the life histories of frog
and butterfly
Meteorites The word meteor originally signified
any natural phenomenon but in modem usage
meteors are small bodies coming from inter
planetary space which become luminous by
friction on entering the earth s atmosphere
Popularly called shooting stars Larger
meteors are known as fireballs Some of these
reach the ground The object which has been
a meteor in flight then becomes a meteorite
In some meteorites iron is the predominating
element others are like rock The iron
meteorites are more common amongst those
which have been preserved but falls of rock
like meteorites occur more freauently At
lAigle in France in 1803 from 2000 to 3000
meteorite stones fell this fall is famous because
it convinced scientists that meteorites really
came from outside our atmosphere (The
largest meteorite stone actually known to have
fallen to earth is one which descended in
Emmott County Iowa in 1870 weighing 437
pounds) A meteorite weighing no less than
361 tons found in Greenland is now in New
York On June 80 1908 an enormous
object fell in Siberia in a sparsely inhabited
region A hot blast destroyed all trees within
a radiue of about 6-10 miles the explosion
waves being recorded by barographs as far
distant as London, Washington, and Batavia
Por the next few nights there was in Europe in
the northern sky brilliant illumination due to
sunlight faffing on clouds of dust at a great
height in the atmosphere 'Whether this dust
had accompanied the object in its journey
through space like the tafl of a comet or whether
the dust had come from Siberia is uninown.
(Many Bussiaii astronomers no-yf believe this
Siberian meteorite as it is commonly called -was
the nucleus of a small comet) "When the place
where the object fell was visited in 19£7 some
200 crates were found bat no considerable
 meteorite his been recoveied Meteorites are
possibly debris from the disintegration of a body
in the solar system
Meteorology the science of the atmosphere
considered as a heat engine Deals with
weather climate optical phenomena atmo
spheric electricity physical processes such as
radiation and precipitation the dynamics
and structure of cyclones anticyclones etc
Wide application to problems of aviation
agriculture commerce and shipping Meteoro
logical observing stations are in operation all
over the world and on the simultaneous or
synoptic reports of their instrument reading
and estimates of pressure temperature
humidity speed and direction of wind rain
character and amount of cloud visibility etc
forecasts gale snow and frost warnings are
based Instruments carried by earth satellites
(eg Tiros Nimbus) outside the atmosphere
can make systematic observations on a world
wide basis ot the atmospheric circulation
through observation of cloud cover and of the
thermal radiation into space tiom the atmos
phere Such observations together with the
use of computers are of great importance for
•weather analysis and forecasting The main
communications centre for the TJ K is at the
headquarteis of the Meteorological Office at
Bracknell Berkshire where the collection
editing and re transmi°sionofweathei messages
continue according to strict schedules day and
night throughout the year
Methane The simplest hydiocarbon com
pounded of one carbon atom and four hydrogen
atoms Thia gas occurs over marshes and
swamps where it is liberated hi the decay of
vegetable matter It is the mam constituent
of natural gas and also occurs in coal mines
where it is called fire damp because of the
explosive character of its mixture with air
Formerly this natural gas wps removed from the
coal seams and ran to waste now in many
countries (including Britain) it is being used for
commercial purposes
Methodism    See J31
Methylated Spirit a mixture of 90 parts by Tolume
ethyl alcohol 91 parts wood naphtha (methyl
alcohol) 1 part crude pyndine together with
small amounts of petroleum oil and methyl
violet dye Industrial methylated spirit con
sists of a mixture of 9o Darts by volume ethyl
alcohol and 5 parts wood naphtha It is used
as a solvent and a fuel
Metre   See English Verse M30
Metre unit of length in the metric system since
1960 the wavelength of the orange red hgbt of
krypton 86 has been adopted as the basis of the
international unit of length Before that (since
1889) the platinum-indium bar kept at Sevres
was the international prototype metre
Metric System the system of weights and measures
based on the gramme and the metre
sniallei and larger units being deeimalB and
multiples of the primary units respectively
A decimal currency was adopted in France m
1795 and the metric system of weights and
measures m 1799 (In that year the auadrant
of the earth was surveyed and the standard
metre adopted) Nevertheless the change was
accepted slowly and as late as 1887 the French
Government had to pass a law forbidding the
use of the old measures Since then the metric
system has been adopted in most of the con
tinental countries and is used universally In
scientific work Although there have been
many attempts to get the system adopted m
Britain it was not until 1965 that the Govern
ment announced that it was encouraging the
adoption of the metric system of weights and
measures The change over to decimal coinage
was made on 15 Feb 1971 the first of the new
corns having been issued m 1968 Sei, Section N
for 81 units
Mezzotint, an engraving from copper or steel pro
duced by instruments which burnish and scrape
away portions of the surface, and yield an to
pression effectually graded in light and shade.
Mica The mica of commerce ia a nearly trans
parent mineral, which has great heat resisting
power and can be split into thin plates The
most important micas axe muscovifce (potassium
mica) the commoner variety phlogopite (mag

